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1. Introduction

After a set of single-phase 220kV
fully-insulated impulse transformer
(hereinafter referred to as impulse
transformer) is inspected in some
company, applied withstand voltage
test is recommended for high or low
voltage winding.

The model of the impulse transformer
is IDJ-60000/220, and connection
group is II0. The high-voltage winding
is full insulation, and rated voltage is
220kV. Rated voltage of low-voltage
winding is 11kV. The impulse voltage
is single-phase and has double bodies.
The magnetic circuit of one body is
independent from another. Each
concentric bushing has one
high-voltage winding and one
low-voltage winding. The high-voltage
winding of transformer is composed
of four paralleling high-voltage
winding on the two bodies. Four
low-voltage winding of two bodies can
be connected in series or in parallel.
Total capacity of high-voltage winding
of impulse transformer to low-voltage
winding and earth reaches 7.9nF.

According to available national
standards and technical conditions of
impulse transformer, test voltage of
high and low voltage winding are

320kV and 184kV respectively. Test
method, test wiring and various used
equipment are briefly introduced as
follows.

2. Applied Withstand Voltage Test

2.1 Selection of test power source

According to national standards, any s
frequency higher than 80% of rated
frequency should be adopted for
applied withstand voltage test. In
addition, the waveform should be
close to sine wave.

A set of 15000kVA/50Hz power
frequency generator unit and
2000kVA/200Hz medium-frequency
generator unit are available in some
company. According to national
standards, both kinds of power source
can be used. If power frequency
generator is adopted, capacitive
current of test object is 0.794A, and
capacitive reactive power is about
254kvar; if 200Hz medium-frequency
generator unit is used, test current is
3.177A, and capacitive reactive power
is up to 1017kvar or so.

Based on reference [2] , when
synchronous generator runs in
single-phase manner, its output
capacity generally reduces to two
thirds of rated capacity. As for
2000kVA/200Hz medium-frequency
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unit, rated output capacity turns into
1333kVA. Hence, when 200Hz power
source is used to conduct the test,
capacitive reactive power of test
object is close to rated output capacity
of single-phase operation.
Inappropriate use of
medium-frequency generator unit can
lead to self-excitation phenomenon. It
should not be used in the test.
Therefore, this paper only focuses on
the scheme of using power frequency
generator unit to conduct the test.

2.2 Generation of test voltage

A set of 220kV non-excitation
regulating transformer is used as
temporary test transformer. The AC
withstand voltage level of high-voltage
neutral point is 200kV.

If two high-voltage phases are
grounded to support the wiring of
another phase, and non-excitation
switch is placed in first tapping, it can
output 220kV voltage under rated
magnetic flux. 1.1 times of
over-excitation can output 242kV
voltage, which cannot meet the
requirements of applied withstand
voltage test of impulse transformer. If
high-voltage A and C phase of
synchronous excitation are adopted,
293kV voltage can be generated with
1.1 times of over-excitation magnetic
flux, which can meet the requirements
of the test.

Hence, the second wiring method is
used in the test to generate needed
test voltage.

2.3 Principle of test wiring

In order to ensure safe operation of
applied withstand voltage test and

avoid self-excitation of generator,
another 220kV on-load tap changer
(OLTC)’s low-voltage winding is short
circuit, one high-voltage phase is
winded and connected to low-voltage
side as a reactor to guarantee that
generator has inductive load. Diagram
of applied withstand voltage test
wiring is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Diagram of applied withstand
voltage test wiring

Ic - test current of test object

IM - current of low-voltage side of
temporary transformer

IL - compensation current of
temporary compensation transformer

IF - output current of generator

B1-middle test transformer

B2-temporary compensation
transformer

B3-temporary test transformer

B4-test impulse transformer

The model of temporary test
transformer B3 is SFP9-90000/220,
and rated voltage is 242 ± 2 ×

2.5%/10.5kV. The connection group is
YNd11 and tapping switch is put at
the maximum tapping.

The model of temporary
compensation reactor B2 is
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SZ10-63000/220, and rated voltage is
220 ± 2 × 2.5%/10.5kV. The
connection group is YNd11. The
short-circuit impedance of measured
rated tapping is 10.84%, and
short-circuit impedance is 83.3Ω.

3. Estimation of Voltage and
Current During the Test

The principle of withstand voltage test
wiring of transformer external
insulation is shown in Fig.1.

3.1 Testing current of test object

The testing current of test object is
listed in the following:

Ic=ωCUs= 0.794A

Where:

Ic - test current of impulse transformer

C - capacity of high-voltage winding of
impulse transformer to low-voltage
winding and ground, C=7.9nF

Us - applied withstand voltage of
high-voltage winding of inspected
impulse transformer

ω - angular frequency of power source

3.2 Low-voltage side current of
temporary test transformer

When the applied withstand voltage
test is conducted, maximum tapping
of temporary transformer is +2 ×2.5%.
The inductive voltage of two
high-voltage phases overlay. Hence,
the ratio of high voltage to low voltage
is in the following:

K1=

LVe

LVe

U
U

3
%)5.221(2  =

5.103
05.12422




=27.94

Where:

UHVe - rated voltage of high voltage of
temporary transformer

UHVe= 242kV

ULVe - rated voltage of low voltage of
temporary transformer

ULVe= 10.5kV

Test voltage applied to low-voltage
side of temporary transformer:

ULV=
1K

U s =
94.27

320 =11.45kV

The current of low-voltage side:

IM = IC×K1 =0.794×27.94=22.2A

3.3 Compensated current of
temporary reactor

The compensated current provided by
temporary reactor:

IL=
D

LV

Z
U =

3.83
100045.11  =137.5A

Where:

ZD - short-circuit impedance of high
voltage to low voltage phase 83.3Ω

3.4 Current provided by middle test
transformer

Current provided by middle test
transformer:

IBI= IL-IC= 137.5-22.2=115.3A

3.5 Output voltage and current of
generator

The rated voltage of power frequency
our generator is 10.5kV, and rated
current is 825A. According to
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reference [3], output rated voltage of
generator operating in a single-phase
manner is as follows:

Udx =
3
5.102 =12.2kV

The rated current of single phase
operation is still 825A.

Therefore, the turn ratio of middle
transformer:

K2=
Le

Me

U
U =

392.10
39.19 =1.866

Where:

UMe - rated voltage of medium-voltage
side of middle transformer

UMe = 19.39kV

ULe - rated voltage of low-voltage side
of middle transformer

ULe = 10.392kV

The voltage provided by generator:

UF=
2K

U LV =
866.1
45.11 =6.14kV

The current provided by generator:

IF= IBI×k2= 115.3×1.87=215.6A

Therefore, both voltage and current of
generator estimated via full voltage
test are lower than rated value of
single phase operation.

Actual measurement indicates that
above-mentioned value is very close
to measured result. The proposed
scheme is workable.

4. Conclusions

Adopting the above method can

address the problem of insufficient
test equipment, and avoid
self-excitation of generator. Moreover,
applied withstand voltage test is
successfully completed. The method
can provide reference for some
companies, which are lack of
equipment and must conduct applied
withstand voltage test for special
products.
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